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Quantum physics and its implications for future science and technology is becoming culturally important and
more attention is being given to its introduction before university level.
There is a rich literature about different approaches and strategies [2]: 1) historico-philosophical, 2) matter-
wave, 3) two-state systems, 4) Feynman path integrals, 5) quantum field theory, 6) quantum technology, which
have been all adapted for pre-university level. Further differences are in: a) contextual aspects: e. g. choosing
a spin, polarization or double well two-state system, and b) methodological aspects, using frontal traditional
presentation or active engagement methods. All approaches show learning gains among students.
Given the diversity of approaches, there are growing efforts [3] to identify key concepts to be taught and key
competences to be learned hinting that all approaches might not be equally suitable to introduce different
concepts. The symposium gathers experts who have experience in teaching quantum physics with some of
these approaches in different settings and with different populations to share their experience and insights
into the advantages and potential limitations of the various presented approaches.
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This symposium is sponsored by the GIREP Thematic Group “Teaching/Learning Quantum Physics” in view
of its interest in knowing and discussing promising strategies to produce innovative quality and integration
of proposals for teaching/learning quantum physics.
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